FRANCHISEE
CASE STUDY
BENDIGO

HOW DID YOU FIRST HEAR ABOUT
PINOT & PICASSO?
I attended this newly talked about place called
Pinot & Picasso in Terrigal as part of a mothers
group night out. It was our first night out since
having our babies and it followed the first lot of
long COVID lockdowns! So, you can imagine we
were super keen to be out! I was so worried about
the painting part as my artist ability stopped at
stick figures - I hoped my drinking would pull me
through, ha! I hoped it was a bit like playing pool,
the more you consume the better the artwork will
be.
To my surprise, I loved the whole experience and
was so proud of myself and my masterpiece! The
experience made me feel very accomplished all at
the same time of enjoying social time with friends,
which was so very needed! My artwork (In the Old
Gumtree) was placed in the loungeroom of our
family home along with some of our children’s
artworks. Kooka will soon be displayed in our
Bendigo studio as a constant reminder of where it
all began for us!

WHAT CONVINCED YOU TO JOIN
PINOT & PICASSO AS A FRANCHISEE?
I’m not sure we needed convincing as we were
very keen to be part of this very clever business
model and experience - I mean, who doesn’t
want to drink, eat, paint, laugh and make money!
After speaking with Aaron and James on a few
occasions and also speaking with a couple of
franchisees, we just felt it was the right fit for us
and our family/business goals. The team at HQ
were informative and being able to speak with
other franchisees made us feel comfortable,
answering all our questions (we did have a lot) and
reassuring us of our decision to move forward.

WHAT WAS THE PROCESS LIKE
BECOMING A PINOT & PICASSO
FRANCHISEE?
Pretty seamless really. Once we made the decision
on our territory, it was all go, go, go from there!
We had access to the information we needed to
make some clear decisions and although the legal
part is never fun, this seemed to be pretty straight
forward. I attended the HQ training which really
tied a lot of the early information and operational
aspects together for me and then having a direct
HQ contact such as Sally has been super helpful
as a new Franchisee. I have met with Sally weekly
in the lead up to Opening weekend and she has
been a saviour in moments that mattered. HQ
has done a lot of work developing the systems
and processes in order to set us up for the best
success!

WHAT MADE YOU DECIDE TO
OPERATE AN INTERSTATE STUDIO?
There were not many options left for us in NSW
and working remotely was not foreign to us in
business so we thought why not, let’s look at
another state and see what is available. We were
given 5 territories as options within NSW, VIC,
QLD and SA. We had both travelled to Regional
VIC for work and pleasure. My husband and I both
appreciate good art and great architecture and
both growing up in smaller regional locations (him
in the North Island of NZ); we know how important
experiences such as P&P are for regional areas.
It was as you would say, love at first sight when
Bendigo territory was on the table - an absolute
no-brainer!

YOU’VE DONE EVERYTHING WITHOUT
EVEN GOING TO BENDIGO. WHAT
WAS THE PROCESS LIKE FROM
FINDING YOUR STUDIO TO GETTING IT
OPEN?
It has been actually very smooth considering we
have never stepped foot inside the location or
been able to visit Bendigo in the lead up. The
local community of Bendigo is very special, which
we already knew from being visitors to the region,
often taken in as a local during our trips there. We
did our initial search ourselves for our studio and
found a few options we thought would be a nice
fit. We contacted the real estate agent who was
able to give us even more information about the
properties that made our decision even easier.

Aaron was our go-to person for the studio and he
sorted all the negotiations from there, scoring us
a great deal for the location. We planned out our
opening and fit-out, and had the amazing help
and support from Phia, HQ’s Victorian Studio guru!
Phia was our feet on the ground as the extended
lockdowns in NSW not letting us out of the state
anytime soon. She took videos, photos and helped
find our builder for us. Phia also helped get our
staff up and running! We had a vision for the
studio and this was brought to life by our builder
and his team of professionals.
Our studio mural was very important to us as we
really wanted it to bring to life the history that is
stemmed so deeply in Bendigo. Funnily enough, I
had been on the search for a mural artist since our
Hello days. However, I placed our ad up for staff
and this very quirky and fun loving person applied
and told me of her mural she had completed
recently in Bendigo - and the rest is history! She
brought our vision and studio wall to life, it really is
a must see! There is no mistaking which studio you
are in when you look at our mural!
We wanted people in Bendigo to have a city
experience without needing to go to the city and
we have many people comment to us that the
studio definitely gives off that vibe. We decided
to add to the Paint & Sip experience and deck
out our studio with a luxe lounge area and a selfie
mirror, all lit up by a gorgeous chandelier. Our
partner florist brough this space to life with an
amazing flower wall hang - it has to be seen to be
appreciated!
Hiring staff was my biggest concern during the
whole process - something I assumed would
actually be my easiest task given my background
in business and HR. Being so far away and not
being able to meet people personally was more
difficult than I thought, as I like to build rapport
and have that individual approach to recruiting the
right people. We did everything virtual in the end
and we have the most amazing team made of local
artists and creatives who are ready to bring this
experience to Bendigo!

We had the devastating news the week before
opening weekend that VIC was to head into
Lockdown 6.0. We had already come to terms
with the fact that we would not be attending the
opening weekend with NSW in lockdown, but to
hear we may not even open as planned was gut
wrenching. So many people had invested so much
time thus far, we wanted it to open for them as
much as for us. We had 10 booked out sessions
prior to opening, the community was abuzz with
the news of our new studio opening in Bendigo,
and our staff were excited to get painting with
guests. We stayed positive albeit unsure of what
would happen and to our excitement, Regional
VIC was lifted and we were back into the opening
planning mode as quick as we could say Pinot!
Opening weekend was so much fun! All the
sleepless nights, late nights working and phone
calls were all very worth it.

WHAT HAS THE COMMUNITY BEEN
LIKE TOWARDS YOUR BUSINESS?
We have been overwhelmed with the support from
the local community. They have embraced us with
open arms and are just as excited (if not more) to
have us opening our studio doors in their local
area. I was needing to add more tickets, sessions
and even went to opening up October sessions
due to the level of demand in lead up to our
opening. We had sold out sessions for August and
September and this mostly before anyone had had
a chance to step foot inside the studio (and some
of these even purchased during a lockdown!). We
will always be forever grateful and thankful for
their support.
As a way of giving back to our local community,
we have commenced ‘Local Thursdays’ where $5
from each ticket sold will go towards that month’s
local community group/charity. Our mission is to
be immersed and connected with our community,
always.

WHAT IS A TYPICAL DAY FOR YOU AS
A FRANCHISEE?
In the lead up to opening, a typical day consisted
of waking up and getting that first social media
post up, followed by an hour of emails before
heading to my other work for the day. After dinner,
I would head back into P&P mode and get any
planning, emails, phone calls responded to or
actioned. It was hands-on from dawn to dusk but
all so worth it!
Now, I am trying to pre-plan as much marketing
and social media as possible to free up some of
that time for other key tasks such as community
engagement, business development and
responding to emails and enquiries. Many people
contact us to find out about private sessions
and how they work etc, so I ensure these are
responded to ASAP that same day.

WHAT’S BEEN YOUR FAVOURITE
THING ABOUT PINOT & PICASSO?
There is so much to love about the P&P
experience but if I need to pick one, it’s the feeling
of family. There is a real sense of community and
family amongst the network. Aaron, James and the
team have set it up in a way that although you are
part of this bigger Franchise, you still feel valued whether you have one studio or five!
We also have many opportunities to come
together and learn from each other. I have had
other Franchisees reach out to offer support
which has truly been a blessing, especially when
Lockdown 7.0 happened and I was able to get
some hands on support from the team at Ballarat.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO
SOMEONE THINKING ABOUT BUYING
A PINOT & PICASSO FRANCHISE?
Go for it! We will not be stopping at one studio
and cannot wait to get our hands on another
studio in the near future. It’s been exciting, tiring,
liberating, stressful, and fun all at the same time,
but when you see those smiles and hear from
guests to say how amazing their experience
was, it is all so very worth it. We really are part of
something very special - who wouldn’t want to
make money while having the best time of your
life!?

